CURRENT ISSUES IN CREATION STUDIES
According to the major media, conservative Christianity is
outmoded, and new developments in chronology, biology, and
cosmology support evolution. Not so! These issues are all live
ones, as even non-creationists and non-Christians admit.
ISSUE #1: ATTEMPTS TO DISCREDIT
FUNDAMENTALISM HAVE FAILED.
Historically, a co nservative o r “fund am entalist” C hristianity has
been the main voice for recent special creation and the main
buttress against evolution. Despite attempts to associate
fundamentalism with violent versions of Islam and Judaism,
unbelievers recognize that biblical Christianity is
fundamentalist.
Gerd Lundemann, liberal theologian and professor at
Gottingen University, declared that he is an atheist and that
liberal Protestant theologians are really "closet atheists." He
said, "I don't think that Christians know what they mean when
they proclaim Jesus as lord [sic] of the World. That is a
massive claim. If you took that seriously, you would probably
have to be a fundamentalist."1 In other words according to
Lundemann, fundamentalism -- far from being outmoded -- is
consistent with what Christians say they believe about the
Lordship of Christ.
Glorifying God means praising Him for Who He really
is. When we open prayer by praising God for "Who You are,"
do we think about what we are saying? Who is God? Genesis
1 presents Him as the Creator Who created by His spoken word
alone, not by natural processes. Christians who claim that God
needed to resort to a form of evolution to "create" diminish the
power of God in their minds.
Many outside the household of faith have chosen not
to believe the Bible, resulting in the displacement of
fundamentalism by evolution. One effect of evolution has been
an explosion of activity in "higher critical" studies, in which the
Bible is merely another man-made, error-filled book.
One historian has summarized this process of
displacement: "If the biologists, the geologists, the astronomers,
the anthropologists had not been at work, I venture to think that
the higher critics would have been either non-existent or a tiny
minority in a world of fundamentalists." 2 Thus fundamentalism
has not been discredited, but merely replaced by beliefs based
ultimately on evolutionary philosophy.

There is really no scientific reason that the entire
universe could not be viewed as young. As evolutionary
cosmologist George Ellis has written:
"A modern cosmologist who was also a theologian
with strict fundamentalist views could construct a universe
model which began 6000 years ago in time and whose edge was
at a distance of 6000 light years from the solar system. A
benevolent God could easily arrange the creation of the
universe . ... It would be impossible for any other scientist on
the Earth to refute this world picture experimentally or
observationally; all that he could do would be to disagree with
the author's cosmological premises."4
If it is possible to view the universe as 6000 years old
or so, what is keeping many scientists from doing so? Clearly,
not scientific data, but evolutionary beliefs.
These evolutionary beliefs include the ideas that (A)
many independent evidences show the cosmos to be old; (B)
radiometric dating shows the earth is old; (C) radiometric dates
are based on scientific evidence; and (D) little or no evidence
exists that the creation days were literal or recent. Noncreationist non-Christians have questioned these beliefs.
A. EVOLUTIONARY AGES ARE BASED ON THE
PRESUMED AGE OF THE EARTH.
This is generally true. Tracing the rationale for virtually any
evolutionary age leads back to the assumption that the earth is
old. For example, the sun is claimed to be old because the
earth is old. Solar scientist Arthur Eddington wrote, "On such
an important question [as the age of the sun] we should not like
to put implicit trust in [astronomical arguments] alone, and we
turn to the sister sciences for other and perhaps more
conclusive evidence. ... The age of the older rocks [of the earth]
is found to be about 1,200 million years ... The sun, of course,
must be very much older than the earth and its rocks." 5
Two generations ago, science popularizer George
Gamow described the same dependence of solar dating on the
evolutionary age of the earth: "Our sun is now only about 3 or 4
billion years old ..." And the reason for this age? - "... since the
estimated age of our earth is of that order of magnitude." 6
More recently, astronomer John Fix claimed:
"Geologists have found rocks 3.5 billion years old that contain
fossils of marine organisms. These discoveries clearly
demonstrate that the Sun has warmed the Earth for at least 3.5
billion years and probably for as long as the Earth has existed."7

ISSUE #2: ATTEMPTS TO CONFIRM EVOLUTIONARY
AGES HAVE FAILED.

B. EARTH'S OLD AGE IS BASED ON ARBITRARY
RADIOMETRIC ASSUMPTIONS.

Solar expert John Eddy has stated, "I suspect that the Sun is
4.5-billion years old. However, given some new and
unexpected results to the contrary, and some time for frantic
recalculation and theoretical readjustment, I suspect that we
could live with Bishop Ussher's value for the age of the Earth
and the Sun. I don't think we have much in the way of
observational evidence in astronomy to contradict that
[emphasis in original]."3
Ussher put the date of creation at 4004 BC. Eddy is
saying that nothing in solar data overturns this date.

Richard Milton points out that a readiness to reject radiometric
dates except those giving "expected values" is why various
radiometric methods can be claimed to converge in the "ages"
they "measure":8
"Thus the published dating figures always conform to
preconceived dates and never contradict those dates. If all the
rejected dates were retrieved from the waste basket and added
to the published dates, the combined results would show that
the dates produced are the scatter that one would expect by
chance alone [emphasis in original]."9

C. EARTH'S OLD AGE WAS SET BY CONSENSUS,
NOT BY RADIOMETRIC DATING.
Evolutionists were "comparing" their opinions "among
themselves," which is "not wise" (2 Cor. 10:12). We know this
is true because the evolutionary age of the earth was decided
before radiometric dating was first used, and even before
radioactivity itself was discovered in 1896:
"The basic time scale has remained unchanged since
1879";10 "I wonder how many of us realize that the time scale
was frozen in essentially its present form by 1840";11 "By the
years 1830-1833, when the three volumes of Charles Lyell's
great classic Principles of Geology were published, the system
of sequential or relative dating was well established." 12
D. THERE IS EVIDENCE THE DAYS OF CREATION
WERE LITERAL AND RECENT.
Evolutionist Eviatar Zerubavel writes: "For those who take the
biblical account of the creation both seriously and literally, the
length of the seven-day week presents no problem at all. ... It
was first practiced by God when creating the universe." 13
Zerubavel further points out that the week is not tied to the
lunar cycle:
"Those who believe that our seven-day week has
derived from the lunar cycle seem to forget that the latter is not
really a twenty-eight day cycle."14 In fact, the seven-day week
is not related to any celestial phenomena. Astronomer Duncan
Steele notes: "The year, month and day all have clear
astronomical bases. Our 7-day week, however, does not have
an obvious link with any heavenly cycle."15 Zerubavel speaks
of the week as dissociated from nature.16 Indeed, the week not
only serves as the cycle of work days and rest days, but also
commemorates the literal Creation Week itself.
Further, "Many disparate civilizations have, for
unknown reasons, assumed beginnings of time occurring a few
thousand years B.C.," and even more specifically, "within a few
centuries of 4000 B.C."17 The straightforward explanation is
that the world began only a few thousand years ago, not scores
of thousands, let alone millions or billions.
ISSUE #3: EVOLUTION IS SHIFTING AWAY FROM
DARWINISM.
Modern evolution is changing. Scientists recognize that even
with long ages evolution is untenable. They are rejecting
Darwinism -- evolution by mutations assisted by natural
selection -- realizing that neither mutations nor natural selection
can explain evolution. "Anti-Darwinians" are claiming that
"design requires a designer." Biblical creationists rejoice at
this trend, but the rejoicing is premature. For instance, Michael
Behe, in his otherwise excellent anti-Darwinian book Darwin's
Black Box, refuses to say who the Designer is.18 This leaves the
role of Designer an empty one, to be filled possibly by a New
Age Hindu-type of "force."19
Other evolutionists, seeing the hopelessness of
atheistic Darwinism, are converting to Hindu-style evolution,
which has a designer "force", coexisting life-forms (e.g.,
dinosaurs living with man), and intelligent (not primitive)
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ancient man, and which agrees with Biblical creationists that
data disagreeable to Darwinism have been suppressed. Unwary
Christians see these positions as a return to biblical creation and
as uniquely biblical, but they are not. Hinduism believes them
all.20 Indeed, a major New Age magazine promotes Noah's ark
as possibly real, yet also promotes UFO's, remote viewing, the
kabbalistic "Bible code," and the wisdom of the (Hindu-like)
ante-diluvian Atlanteans.21
But there is one belief unique to Biblical creation -the teaching of "recent creation" and a young earth.22 Christian
parents and educators need to teach the whole truth about
Biblical creation, including young age. Some Christians claim
that the age of creation is irrelevant,23 but without young age,
we have a version of creation compatible with Hinduism.24
Neither is it sufficient to teach merely "intelligent design" by an
undefined "god" or "force."
Darwinism is a kind of "half-way house" transitioning
between the theistic creation popular before Darwin, and the
pantheistic evolution which our culture is slowly approaching.
As much as the intelligent design (ID) theorists should be
admired for their work, there are New Age influences, more
powerful than they appear to perceive, that may eventually take
the ID movement in directions they don't intend.
ISSUE #4: ATTEMPTS TO CONFIRM BASIC COSMIC
EVOLUTION HAVE FAILED.
Years ago Christian accommodationists accepted biological
evolution as a matter of course. Many still do, but increasingly
there is a tendency to reject biological evolution as flawed yet
to insist that solar, stellar, or cosmic evolution is well grounded
in scientific fact. All of these start with the presupposition of a
Big Bang, a universal explosion some 14 billion years ago,
followed by nucleosynthesis. Nucleosynthesis theory (NST)
postulates progressive build-up of all elements ultimately from
primordial hydrogen, a concept negating the biblical teaching
that God made a finished creation (Gen. 2:1).
Other than fusion of hydrogen into deuterium (an
isotope of helium), scarcely any of the presumed
nucleosynthesis reactions have been observed. Thus if the Big
Bang had really happened, we should not be here because the
entire universe would have only hydrogen and deuterium. With
virtually all post-Big Bang nucleosynthesis in question, it is
fitting to question the Big Bang as well, since it is perceived as
merely the precursor to further nucleosynthesis which in fact
never occurred.
As an example of widely believed but never observed
nucleosynthesis reactions, we consider the so-called CNO
reaction sequence. This is a key series of nuclear reactions
involving carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen (the CNO elements),
which is believed to have led to production of all elements
heavier than boron in stellar interiors over billions of years. The
following may seem technical, but our problem as Christian
workers is that there are Christian students who believe that
these processes have happened. We need to be able to answer
them or at least be able to tell them where they can find sound
information.

In 1939 Hans Bethe made a proposal of
nucleosynthesis by solar fusion. He believed the CNO
reactions provided most solar energy.25 However, stellar NST
was encountering problems until 1953 when astrophysicist Fred
Hoyle, working with William Fowler, successfully predicted a
resonance for 12C in the CNO sequence which would allow it to
occur under solar conditions.26 Later, the CNO sequence was
recognized as less and less likely to occur in the interior of the
sun or any normal star.27 Fowler et al.28 then proposed that C,
N, and O reactions happen on the surfaces of stars due to local
heating by magnetic fields. After this, the CNO reactions were
ruled out as significant in solar-type stars.29 C, N, and O
reactions have been postulated for very hot, massive stars,30 or
supernovae.31 Evidence (as opposed to theory) fails to confirm
that the CNO sequence occurs significantly anywhere.
Further, reaction rates for C, N, and O reactions are
some of the most uncertain quantities in stellar NST.32 This has
long been acknowledged.33 The LUNA Collaboration recently
revised the rate for onset of CNO burning down by about 50
percent, thus changing the estimated ages of globular clusters
by ~ 1 Gyr,34 and decreasing more the potential significance of
CNO reactions in the sun and other stars.
Yet occurrence of CNO reactions is believed to be
essential for stellar nucleosynthesis of elements above boron
(B).35 CNO burning "is central to the idea that the heavy
elements are formed by nuclear processing in stars during their
late stages of evolution."36 It has been invoked theoretically to
drive helium (He) synthesis37 in He stars38 or novae39 as well as
white dwarfs and neutron stars.40 In the sun most excited boron
(8B*) is sup p o sed to d ecay into tw o alp ha (α ) p articles at
presumed solar core conditions, though the overall reaction 8B*
+ α  12C would hypothetically provide 12C to feed into the
CNO sequence.41 According to NST, conditions in certain
o ther stars allo w the trip le alp ha (3 α ) p ro cess, "the co llisio n o f
three α -particles"42 to form 12C via a 12C resonance;43 the 12C
thus synthesized feeds into CNO reactions.
Fowler, Cook et al., and Salpeter44 reported what has
been characterized as "experimental discovery" of the 12C
resonance Hoyle predicted.45 This claim has led to the belief
that the CNO sequence is based on observation. This belief
needs correcting. Despite Hoyle's successful prediction,
solar/stellar NST has not answered basic questions about how
the elements originated:
"In spite of the past and current research in
experimental and theoretical nuclear astrophysics ... Hoyle's
grand concept of element synthesis in stars [is not] truly
established. ... It is not just a matter of filling in the details.
There are puzzles and problems in each part of the cycle which
challenge the basic ideas underlying nucleosynthesis in stars."46
12
C synthesis with Hoyle's predicted resonance has not
been observed; the actual "experimental discovery" was of 12B
decaying to an excited 12C state (12C*), followed by decay to
three α p articles.47 Thus decay into 3 α w as o b served , no t the
inverse 3 α p ro cess; "b y recip ro city [12C] could be formed from
3 α ,"48 but the required three-body process is problematic.49 In
fact, the inverses of three-body decays "cannot be observed,
because three particles must be brought together." 50
T hus fo rm atio n o f 3 α b y d ecay is irrelevant to
putative 12C synthesis, and the process leading to 12C remains
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unobserved. Confusing decay processes with putative synthesis
is endemic in conventional astronomy.51 It may be objected
that recip ro city guarantees o ccurrence o f the 3 α p ro cess, b ut in
fact the very mechanism of 12C synthesis is disputed.52 There
m ay no t b e a 3 α interactio n: "D esp ite the lo ng histo ry o f
investigations it is yet unclear to what extent the three-body
picture accounts for the real [process]. . ." 53
Lack of cosmic nucleosynthesis leaves the Big Bang as
a precedent without a conclusion. With virtually all NST being
imaginary, it would appear reasonable to view the Big Bang as
imaginary, too.
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